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ABOUT ZINNOV




A global management consulting firm who advise customers on how to build, buy, and sell technology




LEARN MORE

   












	








GLOBAL TALENT HOTSPOTS




Identifying 17 of the best locations for organizations to mine and harness world-class talent




LEARN MORE

   












	








INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION 
 2.0 REPORT




Decoding Intelligent Automation 2.0 and its invaluable impact on productivity and costs
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PE INVESTMENTS
IN TECHNOLOGY SERVICES




A comprehensive analysis of the global PE landscape and how Technology Services are unlocking exponential value
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GENERATIVE AI:
THE NEW GROWTH PARADIGM




A deep dive into how businesses across verticals are leveraging this disruptive technology and its implications on growth




LEARN MORE

   


















        




















  






TRENDING INSIGHTS












Report


INDIA GCCS: A SANDBOX FOR GLOBAL LEADERSHIP


India's rise as a global tech leader is evident in its over 1,580 Global Capability Centers home to over 5,000 leaders driving critical business and strategy for global corporations; explore Zinnov's insights on growth of global roles in Indian GCCs, company talent approaches, key leadership challenges, and future trends.














Whitepaper


GENERATIVE AI IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING PRODUCTIVITY


Dive into the Zinnov-Ness joint study titled, “Harnessing the Power of Generative AI in Transforming Software Engineering Productivity.” Discover how enterprises are using this technology for improvements in software development processes and team dynamics














Report


TOP 10 TECHNOLOGY TRENDS


Dive into the future with our "Top 10 Technology Trends 2024 Report." Uncover key insights into groundbreaking trends like Large Language Models, Platform Engineering, and Responsible AI. From Digital Humans to Sustainable Computing, this report is an essential tool for understanding and harnessing the technological shifts shaping our world.














REPORT


TECHNOLOGY SERVICES – M&A Q3 2023 UPDATE


Despite the decline in global M&A deals in Q3 2023, Technology sector resilience with most deals sets the stage for a revitalized landscape as investors cautiously navigate uncertainty. Explore Zinnov's quarterly update shedding light on key data points and trends in Mergers & Acquisitions across the Technology and Services space.























PODCAST


ZEROING IN ON IP-LED SERVICES AS AN INVESTMENT THESIS




In this episode, Charles and Pari discuss how IP-led services assets have created a niche, to attract PE funding.

















BLOG


WHAT IS A CENTER OF EXCELLENCE?




Why do organizations need a Center of Excellence (COE), and how to tell if you need one?














THE ZINNOV PODCAST

Insights from Experts on Business, Technology & Leadership


LISTEN NOW

   


























	





Podcast


The Private Equity Podcast featuring Pari Natarajan


Explore economic opportunities amid volatility, leverage AI's impact in private equity for better deals and efficiency, and harness the power of research in a competitive market. Tune in to understand how technology propels progress.




	





Report


THE INEVITABLE RISE AND IMPACT OF DIGITAL ENGINEERING 2023


Despite 2022’s macro-economic headwinds, the Global Digital Engineering spend continued to rise unabated. This Zinnov report outlines enterprises’ newer technology investments, sustainability focus, and how Service Providers can accelerate digital outcomes.




	





Podcast


TECH-DRIVEN HEALTHCARE: LEADING CHANGE FROM THE CIO’S DESK


Listen to Pari Natarajan in conversation with Michelle Greene, CIO Cardinal Health, as they delve into empathy-led leadership, and the pivotal role of technology in revolutionizing healthcare.




	





Video


THE DAWN OF DIGITALLY EMPOWERED FRONTLINE WORKERS


A conversation between James E. Heppelmann, President and CEO, PTC and Pari Natarajan, CEO, Zinnov, about a truly digital reality that encompasses frontline workers and the use of cutting-edge tech such as Augmented Reality to build antifragile organizations.












SEE ALL INSIGHTS
   











SUBSCRIBE TO OUR LATEST INSIGHTS


Latest Insights, Solutions and Thought Leadership delivered straight to your inbox!









SUBMIT

















OUR PROMISE


Sustainability can no longer be an afterthought as organizations pivot to the future. At Zinnov, we promise to ‘walk the talk’ by making substantial changes in our status quo. After all, the right choice is not always easy or comfortable.
  
With this ambitious mission in mind, our objectives are two-fold.  One, reduce our own carbon footprint and become a benchmark in running sustainable businesses.  Two,  engage the larger ecosystem in working towards leaving behind a greener legacy.
 















LIFE AT ZINNOV

Be a part of a collaborative culture that fosters individuality and provides limitless opportunities to transcend the ordinary!





EXPLORE OPEN ROLES

   



OUR CULTURE
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Subscribe to our newsletter
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THANK YOU  
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Subscribe to our Newsletter
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